LENTRY® LIGHT Accessories
LENTRY LIGHT TRUCK MOUNT

RECEIVER HITCH
POLE MOUNT

Shown at right. The Truck-Mount
hardware holds the telescoping pole
and light firmly to a wall, cabinet door,
or side of a truck. If an outlet is nearby,
the light can then be run while held in
the Truck Mount hardware, expanding
the functionality and versatility of your
portable LENTRY LIGHTING SYSTEM by
allowing use of the light while
disconnected from the rest of the unit.
Works with any LENTRY LIGHT, no
matter its height. Part No. PLTMA

TACHOMETER / HOUR METER
Truck-Mount
for telescoping
Lentry Lights

Shown above. This digital meter is installed on the generator and
shows total hours and RPM. It is helpful for diagnostics and
maintenance. Part No. T-1031

V-SPEC CASES
Shown below. Heavy-duty, military-grade cases are available
with LENTRY SYSTEMS that consist of a V-Spec LED or 2-Headed
V-Spec LED light. These specialty cases protect and preserve
the LEDs against air, water, and theft. They are dent, impact,
shatter, and shock resistant, even at low temperatures where
other cases would be brittle and crack upon impact. Custom-cut
interior polyethylene closed-cell foam cushions and holds the
LEDs securely. Made in the USA. Lifetime guarantee. Available in
three sizes.
£ C2318. (top/open): Holds a

single V-Spec LED (shown) &
standard height pole.
£ C3422. (bottom): Holds two

Shown at right. Expand the
versatility and functionality
of any all-terrain LENTRY
LIGHT with the Receiver
Hitch Pole Mount. Fits
standard 2-inch receivers,
extends less than 6 inches
beyond, and holds any
LENTRY LIGHT telescoping
pole. Manufactured with highquality, USA-sourced materials and features heavy-duty
powder coated steel with a hammer texture, for extreme
durability to last a lifetime. Part No. RHPM2

EXTRA LIGHT BULBS
750W Halogen bulbs are used in Optup halogen LENTRY LIGHTS.
They are interchangeable with the 650W bulbs used prior to
2015. Output 19,600 lumens. Part No. BULB750

CARRYING STRAP
Shown below right. Over-the-shoulder carrying strap, handmade of strong nylon for easy one-person transport of
LENTRY LIGHT models consisting of a 1000W generator
only (model numbers beginning with “1”).
Part No. L-1003

WHEEL & HANDLE KIT
Shown below. Allows for one person to easily
transport the frame/generator portion of a LENTRY
SYSTEM consisting of a 2000W / 2200W
generator (model numbers beginning with
“2”). Includes a long handle that moves
straight up and down. Tip toward you to
roll. Pull a release and the handle may be
lowered back down out of the way when
not needed. Part No. L-WH2200

single V-Specs or one 2Headed V-Spec LED, no poles.
£ C5022. (back /

left): Holds two
single V-Specs or
one 2-Headed VSpec plus 1-2 XTheight poles.
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